This interactive Multimedia CD ROM that you hold in your hands will provide the learners of this magical language a systematic and scientific way to mastery of the language. Without for a moment doing away with the fun and excitement associated with the discovery of all things new and exciting.

Right from the Vowels and Consonants that form the basic Tamil alphabets to the more advanced modules that help the student to form, read and write sentences.

THE POWER OF TAMIL, THE LANGUAGE OF TAMILNADU, IS NOW IN YOUR HANDS!

www.letuslearntamil.com

Fantastic Experience          Highly Effective          Easy Handling

Amazing Audio And Visuals       Learn And Assess Yourself

Technical Directions

• Set your display to High Color 16-bit for optimal graphic quality
• All other applications should preferably be closed before playing this CD – ROM

Setting the Display

• Right click on the desktop and select properties
• Click on settings and under colors, choose “High Color (16 Bit)”
• Under Screen area, drag the pointer till it displays 800 by 600 pixels
• Click Apply and OK

Minimum System Requirements

• Windows 98 or above • 800 X 600 display
• True color 16 bit • Sound Card
• PC : 500 MHZ • 128 MB RAM • 48 X CD drive

INSIDE THE CD

Cemmozhi - The Tamil Tutor CD ROM enables you to read, write, speak and follow Tamil easily through its various sections viz. Basics, Writing Skill, Lessons, Numbers, Songs, etc. The CD also introduces the young learners to the supreme gifts of Tamil Literature- Thirukkural, Athichudi, and Kontraivendhan with explanatory notes both in Tamil and English. The sections Proverbs, Riddles and Games help to have a closer look at the language and also entertain the learner

THE EXPERTS BEHIND THE CD

Dr. A. Kamatchi M.A, M.Phil, Ph.D
Annamalai University

Dr. S. Bhagawathiyappan
State Council of Educational Research & Training, Kerala

Dr. S. Anthony Selvanathan (Ph.D)
Loyola College, Chennai

along with a host of eminent educationalists from Bharathiyar University, Central Institute of Indian Languages, Kerala University etc…

ACCOLADES FROM USERS

Both my kids love the CD. They are obsessed on to the songs. They have started taking printouts of the work book and writing Tamil too. Thank you very much... - Sreelaksmi, Oman

The interface is world class and attractive. My daughter who has been reluctant to learn Tamil spent more than an hour today!! - Dr. Pari Rajavelu, United Kingdom

I found the CD very effective for the beginners like me who were not at familiar with Tamil Language. Many thanks for Cemmozhi... - Rajamuthu, USA

Special cheers for the Verses from Thirukkural, Athichudi, and Kontraivendhan. It has been translated well. Very timely and useful for our children - Rajamuthu, USA

Rave Reviews

Learning Tamil, a language with great antiquity and rich literary heritage, has never been easy… - The New Indian Express.

This interactive CD enables even those who may not have any knowledge of Tamil to learn the basic lessons in Tamil language - The Hindu
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THE WINNING FEATURES OF THIS CD ROM ARE MANY

Multimedia Support at its best: Employed are the state of art Multimedia techniques in order to make learning a pleasure.

Interactive Assistance: All through the lessons, you never feel alone or unaided. More than a “How to do” the CD employs a “Lets You Do” policy.

User friendly, 101%: No tiring installation process, no complicated routing directives. So easy linking from each to every other screen for even the junior most learners!!

Exciting Graphics, Crystal Clear Audio: Colorful and eye catching backgrounds and animation support all the sections. The high quality recordings and audio effects are added features.

Test and Assess yourself with the infotainment games: Twins memory games, Jigsaw Puzzles, Lesson Tests, Apple Game, and much more to monitor and motivate.

Record, Compare and Improve: Provides the easiest way to ensure actual Tamil Pronunciation.

Print option: Take as many print outs of the all the Tamil letters, as you like. Practice writing over them.
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